Wildlife Investigators!

Can YOU tell who's been in your backyard?

Who has been snacking on this leaf? An insect! Marks like this
let us know bugs have been present...and hungry.

Animal poop,
or scat can be
a great way to
find out
which animal
has been
there! Check
out our scat
guide to try
and ID any
that you find!

Someone has been
hopping here!
Checking snow
and mud can be a
great way to find
animal footprints,
or tracks. Check
the track guide in
this toolkit for
some easy IDs!

How cool are these patterns? These are made by hungry bugs
munching away on the wood! Looking under or inside a
log can help you find the critter who left these squiggles.

Did you find tracks? Check who may have left them
here!
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A few key things to look for:
Do you see claw marks? If you do not, then it is most likely a cat! Cats can retract their claws when they walk
while canines cannot.
What pattern are the tracks in? Think about how that animal walks to give you some clues (for instance, a
rabbit would have large spaces between tracks from hopping)
What size are the tracks? Think about how big the animal's foot is and use that to guess who might have left it! A
bear print will be much larger than a coyote's.

Did you find Scat? Use this guide to determine which
animal left it!
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While it may seem silly to look for animal poop, it can be a great way to find out which critter has been
nearby! Animals have different diets and digestive systems, which allows us to find unique markers to
determine which species it came from.

Scavenger Hunt!

Can you find these items?
Three types of animal tracks
Three types of animal homes
An eaten leaf

Bug tracks on a log
A feather or animal hair
Evidence of humans!

Animal
Tracks
Matching
Game!
Print and cut
out the cards
to practice
your skills.

